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Yours Forever

For fans of J Lynn, Jodi Ellen Malpas, and Sylvia Day comes the final book in the Reign trilogy.
Time is running out; who will Lana choose? One man has her heart. Lana's life has shattered
around her, and she finds herself craving two men. The other has her soul. Caught between a sexy
firefighter who scorches her passions and a darkly intense millionaire who ignites her needs, she is
drawn deeper and deeper into the spiral of lust and love. What's worse, the truth about her family is
turning out to be darker than she'd ever have suspected. It seems as though she can't trust anyone
or anything - especially her own desires. Torn between two men and surrounded by secrets, Lana is
forced to make an agonizing choice, one that could destroy not only her but the people she loves.
What - and who - does she really want? An all-consuming, powerfully addictive love story, the Reign
trilogy is not to be missed.
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"Hot, raw, angry lust surrounded the three of us. Surrounded them. And I had no idea what to do.
How to feel. Other than higher than any drug could ever take me. But, like any drug, there would be
a crash. And this time it would be hard."So here's the thing; I do not do love triangles. At all. Like
ever. The mere mention of them has me twitching. It's impossible for me to enjoy them because
somebody always gets hurt and almost always it's the person I was rooting for. And if I happen to be
rooting for both people? FAHGETABOUTITSo I don't read them...until this book. See, Joya Ryan
sucked me in with her gripping story telling and her enigmatic characters. Each book in this trilogy I
found myself completely unable to put down. The story captivated me from the very first paragraph

and the ride took me places I never imagined it going but I enjoyed every second of it.Note: if you
haven't read the first 2 books, my review WILL contain minor spoilers (though not much more than
you can find in the synopsis). It will be completely spoiler free for this book though.Two men, one
woman, and one choice that is sure to leave devastation in it's wake. Lana Case didn't expect to
completely lose her heart to Jack Powell, but she fell completely under his dark spell. He snuck into
her heart unexpectedly and then shattered it into a million pieces when he left."He was the cure to
the poison that had been a part of me for so long. Only now, Jack was a special kind of drug, one
that held its own side effects."Left alone with a broken heart, Lana was left vulnerable to deal with
her sadistic step-brother and his mother and further devastated by her father's disregard. But the
Jack's best friend Cal came along and helped her heal.

* Written for Craves the Angst Book Reviews *4.5 â€œYours Foreverâ€• Stars!Sexy, Intense and
Fun! Brimming with Tantalizing Tension and Salacious Steam, This Series Will Make Your Heart
Race and the Butterflies Swarm!The Review:In the first book, we saw the new, intensely
commanding swift build of love forged in passion and lust as Jack and Lana found their other half in
each other. For reasons we come to understand at the end of the book, Jack reluctantly leaves a
brokenhearted Lana behind and a path of betrayal in his wake.Ready to pick up the pieces, Cal
steps up to the plate in book two and soon an easy, fun, brilliant, all consuming, slow build between
Lana and Cal forms from trust and safety which molds into a beautiful love. But when lies and
tragedy strike, weâ€™re left with devastation yet again... but also hope.In book three, Jack comes
back to command whatâ€™s his and Cal refuses to leave what he has claimed. Two alpha males
and one woman standing between their long standing friendship thatâ€™s more akin to brotherhood.
Their story is an incendiary love with a constant danger lurking in the shadows ready to break them
all.I love LOVE this series. The first two books rated hands down, five whole stars. This was a new
author to me, suggested by a friend and when I finished the first book, I was left wondering where
this author had been all my life. I love her writing style. I loved this story and itâ€™s characters. Her
mains, though confronted with impossible situations, never wavered, never became weeping
statues, nor did they break the rules of good character building. But they always pushed the
boundaries of their situations and left me lusting for more. That all stemmed from this authors
excellent writing.

Originally posted on my blog: Tangled Up In BooksI received a copy of this book, from InkSlinger
PR for a blog tour, in exchange for an honest review. In no way did this sway either my review or my

rating!Oh boy is this review going to be tough to write! It's been almost two weeks since I've finished
and I still don't even know what to say. I guess it's time to just sit here and (hopefully) let inspiration
flow. This is the final book in the Reign series and oh my word it has been a crazy, crazy ride! It's
been intense, heartwarming and unbelievably steamy. I've been through heartache and distress,
laughter and tears. I spent most of the entire series with my heart racing. Sometimes in very, very
good ways but also through pain and even fear. If there's an emotion out there you can feel...these
books took me there.Not everyone is a fan of the dreaded love triangle. I'm in the group of those
who do. If they are done right and not just there for the sake of having something to go through and
they serve a real purpose in some way I am all for them. I love them! I love them even more when
even I'm confused on where my heart lies. I love the turmoil. I thrive on angst and feels so this
series was perfect for me. Joya Ryan has created three very tragic souls. Each one having gone
through a great childhood tragedy that has left it's scars on them as adults. All very different, yet no
less heartbreaking and sad than the other. While both of the guys have, for the most part anyway,
overcome the ghosts of their past, Lana starts the series as a different story.I've adored Lana from
the beginning. She's the type of character that won't let you do anything but.
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